
Inhabit P™ Requires 10X Less Product
Than Conventional Starter

Inhabit P™ can replace conventional corn starter fertilizer with 10X less
product required, consistently demonstrating statistically higher ROI* and
equal yield performance vs. conventional starter.

Because it requires farmers to purchase, store, haul, and apply less product
to achieve the same impact, Inhabit P™ not only maximizes ROI and
maintains yield, but it also reduces storage requirements, streamlines
application, and improves long-term soil health. 

What Is Inhabit P™?

Inhabit P™ vs. conventional starter usage
results were collected through 22 FBN
Innovators Research League field trials
across 1,621 acres between 11 states. 

This image, along with the picture on the next
page, depicts crops treated with Inhabit P™
compared to those treated with conventional
starter/no starter and the potential impact of
each starter approach on crop root
development. 

Inhabit P™ Field Trial Details

Inhabit P™ is a low salt, high efficiency liquid corn fertilizer starter. It contains a unique micro-humate
complexed with phosphorus that helps reduce tie up with other minerals, keeping it available for the
plant to use and reducing required application rates. With a high water ratio and no salt, Inhabit P™ is
safe and easy on equipment. 

By using Inhabit P™ instead of a high-salt fertilizer, farmers can: 
Enable more robust root development
Improve long-term soil health

Buffer high pH levels
Address regional phosphorus use restrictions

Click here to learn more about Inhabit P™
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3 DAY
SHIPPING 

ON MOST ORDERS

34%
AVERAGE 

FARMER SAVINGS

24/7
DIGITAL 

SHOPPING ACCESS

Shop Now

Purchase
Inhabit P™

Minnehaha County, SD 

GET THE PRODUCTS YOU NEED DELIVERED TO YOUR FARM

INHABIT™ P  CASE STUDY

*ROI was calculated using an assumed purchase price of $38.99/gal for Inhabit P applied at a rate of 2 qts/A, $6.00/gal for conventional starter fertilizer applied at 5 gal/A and a
corn selling price of $5.75.
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FBN Direct products and services and other products distributed by FBN Direct are offered by FBN Inputs, LLC and are available only in states where FBN Inputs, LLC is licensed
and where those products are registered for sale or use, if applicable. If applicable, please check with your local extension service to ensure registration status. Nothing contained
on this page, including the prices listed should be construed as an offer for sale, or a sale of products. All products and prices are subject to change at any time and without notice
and excludes CA mills tax and MN ACRRA fees. Terms and conditions apply.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS. It is a violation of federal and state law to use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its label. The distribution,
sale and use of an unregistered pesticide is a violation of federal and/or state law and is strictly prohibited. We do not guarantee the accuracy of any information provided on this
page or which is provided by us in any form. It is your responsibility to confirm prior to purchase and use that a product is labeled for your specific purposes, including, but not
limited to, your target crop or pest and its compatibility with other products in a tank mix and that the usage of a product is otherwise consistent with federal, state and local laws.
We reserve the right to restrict sales on a geographic basis in our sole discretion. You must have a valid applicator license to use restricted use pesticides. Please consult your
state department of agriculture for complete rules and regulations on the use of restricted use pesticides, as some products require specific record-keeping requirements.

All product recommendations and other information provided is for informational purposes only. It is not intended to be a substitute for consulting the product label or for specific
agronomic, business,or professional advice. Where specific advice is necessary or appropriate, consult with a qualified advisor. Neither Farmer's Business Network Inc. nor any of
its affiliates makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the statements or any information contained in the material and
any liability therefore is expressly disclaimed.

Substantially increasing operational
efficiency, maximizing ROI, and improving
long-term soil health, Inhabit P™ enables
farmers to replace their traditional corn
starter fertilizer with an innovative product
that can be applied at up to a 10X reduced
rate without impacting yield. 

Click below to learn more about and
purchase Inhabit P™, along with other crop
nutrition products available from FBN. 
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